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Your Project Management Coach: Best Practices for Managing Projects in the Real WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A pragmatic approach to project management


	Many projects fail to deliver on time or on budget, or even to deliver a workable product that satisfies the customer. While good project management goes a long way towards ensuring success, managers often fail to follow the plans they implement. This unique guide helps you...
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Handbook of Networks in Power Systems I (Energy Systems)Springer, 2012

	Energy has been an inevitable component of human lives for decades. Recent rapid developments in the area require analyzing energy systems not as independent components but rather as connected interdependent networks. The Handbook of Networks in Power Systems includes the state-of-the-art developments that occurred in the power systems...
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Android Application Development for Java ProgrammersCengage Learning, 2012

	We are witnessing an explosion in the use of handheld mobile devices worldwide. Recent polls have shown that many people own and use more than one mobile device, and some use as many as three or four. Smart phones, tablets, and handheld game devices are ubiquitous. The Android operating system (OS)--an open-source OS with Linux at its...
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Pro ASP.NET MVC 4Apress, 2012

	The ASP.NET MVC 4 Framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft’s ASP.NET web platform. It provides a high-productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test-driven development, and powerful extensibility, combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET.


	ASP.NET MVC 4 contains a number of significant...
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Programming Your Home: Automate with Arduino, Android, and Your Computer (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	Welcome to the exciting, empowering world of home automation! If you have ever wanted your home to do more than just protect you against the outside elements and want to interface it to the digital domain, this book will show you how. By demonstrating several easy-to-build projects, you will be able to take the skills you learned from this...
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iOS Hacker's HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Discover all the security risks and exploits that can threaten iOS-based mobile devices


	iOS is Apple's mobile operating system for the iPhone and iPad. With the introduction of iOS5, many security issues have come to light. This book explains and discusses them all. The award-winning author team, experts in Mac and iOS...
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Intersection: How Enterprise Design Bridges the Gap between Business, Technology, and PeopleMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Many organizations struggle with the dynamics and the complexity of today's social ecosystems that connect everyone and everything, everywhere and all the time. Facing challenges at the intersection of business models, technical developments, and human needs, modern enterprises must overcome the siloed thinking and isolated efforts of the...
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Emotional Intelligence in Action: Training and Coaching Activities for Leaders, Managers, and TeamsPfeiffer, 2012

	The importance of emotional intelligence as a critical factor in personal and business success is now well established. Emotional Intelligence in Action, Second Edition shows how to tap the power of EI to build effective emotional skills and create real change for leaders and teams.


	This book breaks new ground in providing a...
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C++ Programming: Program Design Including Data Structures, 6th EditionCengage Learning, 2012

	C++ PROGRAMMING: PROGRAM DESIGN INCLUDING DATA STRUCTURES, Sixth Edition remains the definitive text for the CS1/CS2 course sequence. D.S. Malik's time-tested, student-centered methodology uses a strong focus on problem-solving and full-code examples to vividly demonstrate the how and why of applying programming concepts and utilizing C++...
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Assembly Language Programming: ARM Cortex-M3John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	
		ARM designs the cores of microcontrollers which equip most "embedded systems" based on 32-bit processors. Cortex M3 is one of these designs, recently developed by ARM with microcontroller applications in mind. To conceive a particularly optimized piece of software (as is often the case in the world of embedded systems) it...
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OpenNebula 3 Cloud ComputingPackt Publishing, 2012

	OpenNebula is one of the most advanced and highly-scalable open source cloud computing toolkits. If you ever wanted to understand what Cloud Computing is and how to realize it, or if you need a handy way to manage your messy infrastructure in a simple and coherent manner, this is your way.


	OpenNebula 3 Cloud Computing guides you...
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Oracle Primavera Contract Management, BI Version 14Packt Publishing, 2012

	For years there has been a call to have a third-party book available for Oracle Primavera Contract Management (PCM). There are many "how-to" books written for Primavera P3-P6, why not for PCM? The problem with writing a "how-to" book for PCM is that the application can be configured in many different ways to accommodate...
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